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QUESTION 1

What are the four required fields when defining a request set? (Choose four.) 

A. Set 

B. Owner D 

C. Set Code 

D. Application 

E. Description 

F. Active Date 

Correct Answer: ACDF 

 

QUESTION 2

XYZ is a metal fabrication company. It wants to classify all metals and plastics into two major groups. There are many
subgroups in metals and plastics. All the subgroups are linked to their major group. This group classification is
extensively used in all the reports in the organization. 

Which Oracle functionally can meet the above requirement? 

A. Catalogs 

B. Categories 

C. Catalog and categories 

D. Category Set and Categories 

E. Group key flexfield enabled in the reports 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three statements are true about the item master? (Choose three.) 

A. It is possible to copy items across item master organizations. 

B. The item master organization is the centralized repository for ail items in different organizations. 

C. It is possible to associate items in one item master organization with another item master organization. 

D. When an attribute control is set at the item master level, updates are not allowed at the item or organization level. 

E. There is no functional or technical difference between the item master organization and other organizations while
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transacting on an item. 

F. When an attribute control is set at the item master level, updates can still be made at the item or organization level
but these updates would not propagate back up to the item master level. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer completes four production orders on a daily basis. One of the production orders has quality problems on
some finished-good items. The requirements for this situation are: 

i) Isolate the defective material from the regular production order output. 

ii) The system should prevent this material from being included in external customer order shipments. 

What setup or process can achieve these objectives? 

A. Enable lot control for the item. Store the lot in an isolated subinventory. 

B. Define the lot number as a rejected lot. Store this lot in an isolated subinventory. 

C. Create a reject locator. Move the items to this locator that prevents customer shipment. 

D. Enable lot control for the item. Assign material status that disallows shipping transactions. 

E. Enable serial control for the item. Store the serial control item in s separate subinventory that prevents customer
shipment. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Your client does not want to implement account alias issues or receipts. When performing setups, what should you do
about the account alias flex field? 

A. Define segments, but do not compile. 

B. Create at least one alias, compile, then disable the alias. 

C. Ignore the account alias flex field because it would not be required. 

D. Compile the flex field structure because it is required by Oracle Inventory. 

E. Define default account aliases that can be used at a later date but ensure they are disabled now. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Identify three true statements about defining actions In Oracle Alert. (Choose three.) 
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A. An alert can contain only one Action Set. 

B. An alert can contain any number of Action Sets. 

C. When multiple actions are defined they must be included In an Action Set. 

D. Oracle Alert waits for user response before executing next action in an Action Set. 

E. When multiple actions are defined, they do not need to be included in an Action Set. 

F. Oracle Alert does not wait for user response before executing next action in an Action Set 

Correct Answer: BCF 

 

QUESTION 7

Oracle Inventory interacts with other Oracle applications by sharing information. 

Which two pieces of information does Oracle Inventory receive from the Order Management application? 

(Choose two.) 

A. UOM information IS 

B. shipping information 

C. on-hand information 

D. ATP supply information 

E. reservations information 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 8

What are the three elements involved in submitting a concurrent request? (Choose three.) 

A. selecting Operating Unit 

B. selecting report language 

C. providing completion option 

D. defining a submission schedule 

E. selecting the request or request set to be submitted 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 9
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You created an internal requisition to move material between two organizations. The destination is locator controlled.
The shipping network between these two locations has been defined as Direct. The shipment transaction fails. 

What could be the reason for the failure? 

A. Locator default has not been set up In the transaction default. 

B. Internal requisitions cannot be used for Direct shipping networks. 

C. You did not indicate the locator of the destination on the requisition. 

D. Locator-controlled destinations cannot be used for Direct shipping networks. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the purpose of the profile options INV: CCEOI Commit Point and INV: CCEOI Workers? 

A. To provide a baseline for generating cycle count tags 

B. To set default values for the frequency of automatic cycle count requests 

C. To set default values for the Import Cycle Count Entries from Open Interface concurrent program 

D. To limit the actions permitted when reviewing cycle counts imported from an external system using the Cycle Count
Entries Open Interface 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

You are the Human Resources lead for the ERP Implementation of ABC Corporation. You have defined the employees
in Oracle Human Resources. Select three activities that utilize the employee record. (Choose three.) 

A. Approvals 

B. Asset assignment 

C. Organization creation 

D. Journal Entry creation 

E. AutoCreate Purchase Orders 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 12

You receive a request to create a new responsibility for US Payables Manager. The request states that the new
responsibility should have access to all menu items except Invoice Payments. 
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Identify two options that you would use to restrict the Invoice Payments option on the new US Payables Manager
responsibility. (Choose two.) 

A. Remove the request group from the new US Payables Manager responsibility. 

B. Create a Menu Exclusion for Invoice Payments on the US Payables Manager responsibility. 

C. Create an Item Exclusion for Invoice Payments on the US Payables Manager responsibility. 

D. Create a Security Attribute for Invoice Payments on the US Payables Manager responsibility. 

E. Create a new menu excluding the Invoice Payments option and attach the new menu to the responsibility. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 13

Oracle Daily Business Intelligence functions are secured using standard Oracle Applications function security. Choose
three dashboards that are secured by the Inventory Organization. (Choose three.) 

A. Inventory Management 

B. Warehouse Management 

C. Procurement Management 

D. Commodity Supplier Management 

E. Customer Fulfillment Management 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 14

Identify two features of a Value Set that has a validation type of "None." (Choose two.) 

A. It has an approved list of values associated with it 

B. The entered value must meet the formatting requirements. 

C. The Flexfield value security rules cannot be used for a segment that uses this Value Set. 

D. Users can enter any value that they want even if it does not meet formatting requirements. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 15

You created an internal requisition to move material between two organizations. The destination is locator controlled.
The shipping network between these two locations has been defined as Direct. The shipment transaction fails. 
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What could be the reason for the failure? 

A. Locator default has not been set up in the transaction default. 

B. Internal requisitions cannot be used for Direct shipping networks. 

C. You did not indicate the locator of the destination on the requisition. 

D. Locator-controlled destinations cannot be used for Direct shipping networks. 

Correct Answer: A 
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